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OUTLINE

1. Theoretical arguments

2. Empirical implementation

3. Comments … mainly concerning empirics.
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PREFERENCE FOR TIMING OR RESOLUTION OF UNCERTAINTY

Expected utility models (von Neumann and Morgenstern (1947), Savage
(1954)) allow for reduction of compound (intertemporal) lotteries.

• independence axiom
• agents are indifferent to timing of resolution of uncertainty

A range of non-separable preference models relax the independence axiom.

• recursive preferences (Kreps and Porteus (1978), Epstein and Zin (1989))
are a prominent example but the class is broader (Ai and Bansal (2018))

• agents can exhibit preference for early or late resolution of uncertainty
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INTERTEMPORAL LOTTERIESFigure 2: Resolution of information quality
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Figure 2 represents our thought experiment of resolution of information quality. The node 0E is where
ι(s0) = 1 and the agent expects the uncertainty about c2(s1) to be resolved in period 1 with an informative
macroeconomic announcement that reveals s1. Node 0L represents the situation in which ι(s0) = 2, and
therefore the upcoming announcement is expected to be uninformative about c2(s2).

as V−1 = u (c̄−1) + βI [V0 (s0)]. In our model, the stochastic discount factor that converts

period 0 payoff into period −1 consumption units can be calculated as the marginal rate of

substitution of consumption between periods 0 and −1:

SDF (s−1, s0) =
β 1

µ(s0)
∂I[V0]
∂V0(s0)

u′ (c̄0)

u′ (c̄−1)
∝ ∂I [V0]

∂V0 (s0)
. (13)

By Theorem 1, under the assumption of generalized risk sensitivity, the ranking of the

level of utility is the inverse of the ranking of the marginal utilities. That is, for any s0 and s′0,

where s0 is more informative than s′0, preference for early resolution implies V (s0) ≥ V (s′0).

Under GRS, this is true if and only if ∂I[V0]
∂V0(s0)

≤ ∂I[V0]

∂V0(s′0)
. Conversely, preference for late

resolution is equivalent to ∂I[V0]
∂V0(s0)

≥ ∂I[V0]

∂V0(s′0)
.

Although the ranking of the level of continuation utility is hard to observe, the ranking of

marginal utilities can be detected from the asset market. Suppose we find a payoff X that is

increasing in informativeness; that is, X (s0) ≥ X (s′0) whenever s0 is more informative than

s′0. Then, under PER, X (s0) will be negatively correlated with SDF (s−1, s0), and therefore

the claim to X will receive a positive risk premium. Conversely, under PLR, X (s0) will be

positively correlated with SDF (s−1, s0), and therefore the claim to X will receive a negative
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RECURSIVE PREFERENCE CASE

We would like to devise a test that detects preference for early/late
resolution of uncertainty from observed assset prices.

Recursive preference model (Kreps and Porteus (1978), Epstein and Zin (1989))

• preference for early resolution if and only if γ > ρ

• risk aversion larger than reciprocal of IES
• typical calibration in a large majority of asset pricing applications
• Epstein, Farhi, and Strzalecki (2014): willingness to pay to resolve
uncertainty early is extremely large in typical calibrations

But what if the recursive preference model is misspecified?

• preference for timing of resolution of uncertainty confounded with
other traits (preference for persistence, …)

• we need a cleaner test
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TESTING PREFERENCE FOR EARLY/LATE RESOLUTION OF UNCERTAINTY

The test builds on Ai and Bansal (2018) who consider a broader class of
preferences satisfying generalized risk-sensitivity (GRS).

• preference for early resolution (PER) equivalent to positive risk premia
on assets that comove positively with informativeness of news

PER: Good news is when we learn in period 0 that an informative signal is
coming in period 1 (early) about outcome in period 2.

• implies high V0 (0E) and hence low MU0 (0E)
• then assets whose value rises after learning that the signal will be
informative should earn a positive risk premium between periods −1
and 0.
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EMPIRICAL IMPLEMENTATION USING FOMC ANNOUNCEMENTS

Theory is clear. How to implement this empirically? FOMC announcements.

1. Period 1: FOMC announcement reduces implied volatility (IV)

• a larger reduction in IV is a more informative signal (early resolution)

2. Period 0: Find predictors for informativeness of the signal for period 1

• ratio of short-term vs long-term implied volatility (inverse slope)

3. Period −1: Determination of period when informativeness is revealed

• time between periods −1 and 0 ≈ 5 days (RavenPack attention data)

4. Risk premia between periods −1 and 0

• short-maturity claims to market volatility comove positively with
predicted informativeness

• such claims should have high average returns between −1 and 0
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RESULTS

The paper implements the empirical part in a series of regressions.

1. Period 1: FOMC announcement reduces implied volatility (IV)

2. Period 0: Find predictors for informativeness of the signal for period 1

3. Period −1: Determination of period when informativeness is revealed

4. Risk premia between periods −1 and 0
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COMMENTS I.

1. Individual regressions are all statistically significant …

• but is the joint test also statistically significant?

2. The theory (Theorem 1) states that PER is equivalent to any asset
comonotone with informativeness having a positive risk premium

• the paper tests just a small number of them
• the theory suggests we should test a large cross-section, with
informativeness being a ‘factor’ with a positive price

• we should also not resort to only one type of announcement
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COMMENTS II.

3. The run-up in VIX before the announcement seems to be puzzling.
Figure 5: Log VIX around FOMC announcements
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This figure illustrates the average log VIX index around FOMC announcements. We normalize the (end-of-

day) log VIX index to zero for the FOMC announcement day, which is represented by day 0. Other days are

labeled relative to the FOMC announcement day. The decline from 2.2 to 0 over day 0 means that the VIX

index experiences on average a 2.2% decline on FOMC announcement days.

on. All values of the VIX index are end-of-the-day values. Figure 5 shows a clear reduction

in VIX on FOMC announcement days on average. In Table 1, we present a formal regression

analysis for the reduction in the VIX index on announcement days controlling for the day-

of-the-week effect.7 The third column is the reduction in the 30-day implied volatility and

the fourth column is the reduction in the 9-day implied volatility. The reduction in the

VIX index on announcement days is significant with a point estimate of −1.89%. Because

the VIX index corresponds to the average volatility over 30 days, under the assumption that

stock returns are i.i.d., a −1.89% reduction roughly corresponds to a 50% higher volatility on

announcement days relative to non-announcement days.8 The estimate for the 9-day implied

volatility shows a similar pattern.

7As shown in Table 1, the VIX index has a significant day-of-the-week pattern. In particular, changes
in the VIX index are typically positive on Mondays and negative on Wednesdays and Fridays. Because
FOMC announcements are not evenly distributed across days of the week, we control for this effect out of
an abundance of caution.

8Assume that the daily volatility is σ on non-announcement days and (1 + x)σ on announcement

days. The 30-day volatility before announcements is

√
(1 + x)

2
σ2 + 29σ2, and the 30-day volatility after

announcement is
√

30σ2. A log difference of 2% between the above volatility measures translates into a value
of x = 49%.
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COMMENTS III.

4. Theoretical test keeps the terminal (90 day?) amount of uncertainty fixed,
and announcements control only the timing.

• but announcements can also affect the longer term distribution, which
also moves prices

• the paper does not tackle this potential contamination in any way

5. The whole paper is only about determining a single sign (early/late
resolution)

• it would be extremely useful if we were able to convert the partial and
qualitative regression coefficients into some quantitative information
how to calibrate model parameters, etc.
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CONCLUSION

This paper builds on clear and well-rooted theory.

• it proposes a conceptually clean (and pedagogically useful) test of PER.

Empirical implementation is, however, objectively hard.

• the results do seem intuitively plausible but an econometrician may
raise questions

Even if we trust the result, the question remains how much information did
we extract, and how can we use this information in further work.

• turning qualitative into quantitative information is essential!
• how much uncertainty is being resolved and what is the cost paid
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